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Exploiting the role of nanoparticles for use in
hydrogel-based bioprinting applications: concept,
design, and recent advances
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Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting is an emerging tissue engineering approach that aims to develop cell

or biomolecule-laden, complex polymeric scaffolds with high precision, using hydrogel-based “bioinks”.

Hydrogels are water-swollen, highly crosslinked polymer networks that are soft, quasi-solid, and can

support and protect biological materials. However, traditional hydrogels have weak mechanical properties

and cannot retain complex structures. They must be reinforced with physical and chemical manipulations

to produce a mechanically resilient bioink. Over the past few years, we have witnessed an increased use

of nanoparticles and biological moiety-functionalized nanoparticles to fabricate new bioinks.

Nanoparticles of varied size, shape, and surface chemistries can provide a unique solution to this problem

primarily because of three reasons: (a) nanoparticles can mechanically reinforce hydrogels through physi-

cal and chemical interactions. This can favorably influence the bioink’s 3D printability and structural integ-

rity by modulating its rheological, biomechanical, and biochemical properties, allowing greater flexibility

to print a wide range of structures; (b) nanoparticles can introduce new bio-functionalities to the hydro-

gels, which is a key metric of a bioink’s performance, influencing both cell–material and cell–cell inter-

actions within the hydrogel; (c) nanoparticles can impart “smart” features to the bioink, making the tissue

constructs responsive to external stimuli. Responsiveness of the hydrogel to magnetic field, electric field,

pH changes, and near-infrared light can be made possible by the incorporation of nanoparticles.

Additionally, bioink polymeric networks with nanoparticles can undergo advanced chemical crosslinking,

allowing greater flexibility to print structures with varied biomechanical properties. Taken together, the

unique properties of various nanoparticles can help bioprint intricate constructs, bringing the process one

step closer to complex tissue structure and organ printing. In this review, we explore the design principles

and multifunctional properties of various nanomaterials and nanocomposite hydrogels for potential, pri-

marily extrusion-based bioprinting applications. We illustrate the significance of biocompatibility of the

designed nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioink for clinical translation and discuss the different para-

meters that affect cell fate after cell-nanomaterial interaction. Finally, we critically assess the current chal-

lenges of nanoengineering bioinks and provide insight into the future directions of potential hydrogel

bioinks in the rapidly evolving field of bioprinting.

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting is an innovative method
of artificially fabricating tissues and organs by spatially distri-
buting living cells with or without supporting materials in the
form of biopolymers and biologics.1–4 This computer-guided,
robotic, layer-by-layer cell and/or biomaterial deposition strat-
egy helps in constructing complex tissue microstructures and
fabricating tissue engineered organs to meet global organ
shortage. Bioprinted in vitro tissue models can also be used
for testing drug candidates and has the potential to minimize
preclinical animal testing needs. Other than the in vitro devel-
opment of 3D constructs, 3D bioprinting can be used during
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ongoing surgeries under clinical settings.5 This fascinating,
intraoperative, real-time in vivo approach involves the printing
of tissue mimics directly at the location of the injury. However,
for safe and effective biomedical applications of 3D bioprint-
ing technology, fundamental knowledge of the material pro-
perties to be printed (also known as “biomaterial ink”) is very
crucial. The materials to be printed must be injectable, bio-
compatible, cell-friendly, and biodegradable.6 The biomaterial
ink together with cells are referred to as “bioinks”.7–10 The cel-
lular component of the bioink severely limits the 3D bioprint-
ing process. Therefore, the ink must be carefully evaluated to
fit the demanding process conditions.

Among the different types of materials, hydrogels have been
suitably used as bioinks for extrusion-based tissue printing
applications.11–13 Hydrogels are water-retaining, crosslinked,
polymeric chains that closely resemble macromolecular-based
structures in the body.14–16 Hydrogels are excellent candidates
for biomedical applications, including 3D bioprinting,
because of their bio-friendly material properties.17

Biopolymers, such as polysaccharides and polypeptides,
derived from plant and animal sources are crosslinked either
physically or chemically to form natural hydrogels.18 Natural
hydrogels are easily degradable and form desirable scaffolds
for cell encapsulation and adhesion. Because of these favor-
able biological properties, natural polymer-based hydrogels are
often selected for 3D bioprinting.19 However, hydrogels made
from purely natural polymers find limited applications.20

Hydrogels originating from natural sources like gelatin,
sodium alginate and chitosan exhibit inferior mechanical pro-

perties. This is particularly problematic for in vivo tissue engin-
eering applications. Premature wearing-out of hydrogels can
lead to the early degradation of the scaffold and unnecessary
formation of cracks at the site of application. Degraded
scaffolds can even fall prey to harmful opportunistic microor-
ganisms.21 Different strategies to modify the polymer chem-
istry and enhance the applicability of such materials have been
investigated over the past decade. Some of the examples
include the use of double-network hydrogels,22 multi-network
hydrogels,23 click chemistry-based hydrogels,24 and supramo-
lecular hydrogels.25 However, they are currently limited by one
or more of the following parameters – mechanical resilience,
printability, shape fidelity, proper mechanical energy dissipa-
tion mechanism, biocompatibility, cell-instructive, or biofunc-
tional properties.

Introducing nanoparticles into the polymeric network of
hydrogels (also known as nanocomposite hydrogels) has the
potential to address the current drawbacks of conventional
bioinks.26,27 In fact, reinforcing hydrogels with nanoparticles
can offer unique advantages over earlier discussed strategies.28

Fig. 1 summarizes some of the crucial functionalities that can
be imparted by the appropriate use of nanoparticles. The
figure also highlights some possible areas of application of
these bioinks. Unique properties, such as photo-responsive-
ness,29 magnetic field-responsiveness,30 and so on, can be
integrated by functionalizing the hydrogels with nanoparticles.
Different types of nanomaterials are being considered for the
functionalization process. For example, carbon-based nano-
materials, such as carbon nanotubes and carbon dots, can

Fig. 1 Multifunctionalities of nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks. Schematic highlights the different functionalities of a bioink imparted by
nanoparticles. It also demonstrates the possible applications of nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks.
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make hydrogels electroconductive, thermally conductive, opti-
cally active, and mechanically strong.31,32 Bioactive inorganic
nanoparticles have also been studied for designing nano-
composite hydrogels. Inorganic materials like silicon, calcium,
magnesium, and many more, are essential to the proper func-
tioning of the body.33 Nanoparticles synthesized with these
minerals can impart properties unique to such nanomaterials.
For instance, nanosilicates, also known as nanoclay/
LAPONITE®® silicate nanoplatelets, can be added to hydrogels
to introduce osteogenic properties.34 Nanosilicates can also
enhance the mechanical properties of hydrogels and help in
modulating the release of drugs.35,36 Metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles are also commonly used for fabricating nano-
composite hydrogels.37 Silver-based nanoparticles show anti-
microbial properties that are often used to design nano-
composite hydrogels to counter antibiotic-resistant bacteria.38

Gold nanospheres can introduce photothermal-responsiveness

in hydrogels.39 These unique nanocomposite hydrogels are
being implemented as drug delivery devices, biosensors, bioac-
tuators, tissue engineering scaffolds and so on. An emerging
application of these materials is in the field of 3D bioprinting
where they serve as the bioinks.26,40,41 Fig. 2A–D display inject-
able nanocomposite hydrogels that have the potential to
become bioinks.36,42–44 However, it should be noted that there
are strict process requirements for 3D bioprinting, which will
be discussed in section 2. The examples presented in Fig. 2
can become biomaterial inks only when such rigorous process
standards are met. In this review, we will focus primarily on
the material properties of different nanocomposite hydrogels
that are essential to generate the next generation of biomater-
ial inks and/or bioinks for diverse biomedical applications.
Additionally, the review will also provide an insight into the
future of these newly formulated bioinks and nanocomposite
hydrogels.

Fig. 2 Injectable nanocomposite hydrogels for potential bioprinting applications. Injectability is an essential feature of bioinks. The schematic exhi-
bits different nanocomposite hydrogels that are injectable and have the potential to become biomaterial ink. (A) Therapeutics-modified carbon
nanodiamonds along with the polymer, gelatin methacryloyl shows injectability. Furthermore, this material can be bioprinted into 3D structures, as
shown in the phase contrast image (scale bar = 1 mm). The bioprinted structure can support human adipose-derived stem cells, demonstrated by
the green calcein-AM staining after five days of incubation (scale bar = 100 µm). Adapted from ref. 42 with permission from Nature Research Group,
copyright 2017. (B) Hydrogel made with DNA, oxidized alginate, and nanosilicates show shear-thinning behavior. The aldehyde groups on alginate
react with the amine groups in DNA to form chemical crosslinks. The positive charge on nanosilicates interacts with the negatively charged DNA to
form physical crosslinks. The image shows the injectability of the nanocomposite hydrogel. The graph displays the self-healing property of the
hydrogel, where the hydrogel becomes fluid-like with the application of strain but recovers its shape when the strain is removed. Adapted from ref.
36 with permission Elsevier, copyright 2020. (C) Schematic displays an injectable, nanocomposite hydrogel that can respond to external magnetic
fields. Silicone oil in water nanoemulsion of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA), zinc ferrite magnetic nanoparticles, and indocyanine green
behave fluid-like at room temperature. However, at body temperature, the acrylates can insert into the oil–water interface, transforming into a
solid-like crosslinked hydrogel. An external magnetic field can increase the temperature of the hydrogel by nanoparticle alignment. Adapted from
ref. 43 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2017. (D) The illustration displays a photosensitive, two-dimensional palla-
dium nanosheet incorporated nanocomposite hydrogel. The hydrogel forms when the nanosheet mixes with 4-arm poly(ethylene glycol)-thiol.
Here, palladium reacts dynamically with sulfur of the thiol group to crosslink the polymer. The hydrogel can be loaded with therapeutics, which
releases by applying near-infrared light. Adapted from ref. 44 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2020.
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2. Bioink and instrument criteria for
bioprinting

Several mechanical, physical, and biological criteria need to be
fulfilled by nanocomposite-based hydrogels to qualify as
bioinks.45 Bioinks for extrusion-based 3D bioprinting are gen-
erally highly viscous. However, high viscosity compromises cell
viability because of increased shear stress on the cells during
printing. As a countermeasure, novel strategies in the form of
in situ photocrosslinking and printing onto a bath are being
employed to prepare low viscosity inks.46–48 Shear-thinning is
another important property that allows the bioinks to flow
through the printer nozzles. At the same time, high zero-shear
viscosity provides stability to the shape of the bioinks. With
the help of these properties, bioinks can be extruded in the
form of filaments. Once extruded, the filaments can retain
their shape until undergoing gelation. Only stable filaments
can create complex 3D microstructures. Such structural fidelity
requires hydrogel reinforcement.49 Hydrogel reinforcement
can be based on several strategies, including crosslinking
mechanism, co-printing with thermoplastics, selected poly-
meric network, functionalization of the polymers, and incor-
porating nanoparticles. In this review, we have focused on rein-
forcing bioinks and biomaterial inks with nanoparticles.
Alongside, we have shown how nanoparticles add to the func-
tionality of the polymers involved.

In terms of mechanical properties, the hydrogels can be
divided into three main classes: stable hydrogels, self-healing
hydrogels, and shear-thinning hydrogels.18 Stable hydrogels
are mechanically sturdy and are usually formed by covalent
crosslinking. However, covalent crosslinking may be toxic.
Instead, ionic crosslinking, in the presence of nanoparticles,
can be another alternative.50–52 Self-healing hydrogels, on the
other hand, have the capability of returning to their original
shape upon the removal of the external stimuli that deformed
the hydrogel initially.36,53,54 A host of different mechanisms,
including dynamic covalent bonding, hydrogen bonding, ionic
bonding, supramolecular interactions, and hydrophobic
bonding, can be used to prepare self-healing hydrogels.55 The
shear-thinning category involves mechanically weaker

hydrogels.35,56,57 The primary mechanism of synthesizing
shear-thinning hydrogels involves self-assembly of the
different constituent materials.58 Electrostatic attraction,
hydrophobic interaction, and hydrogen bonding favors self-
assembly, whereas solvation and electrostatic repulsion works
against self-assembly. The weak forces involved here allow for
the deformation of the hydrogel under the application of shear
forces. Microfiber suspensions have also been shown to have
shear-thinning properties, and the alignment of the polymeric
network can play a role in the viscosity of such materials.59

Table 1 highlights some nanocomposite hydrogels based on
the crosslinking mechanisms. Other than rheological and
mechanical properties that govern the criteria for material
selection, the kinetics of gelation, swelling behavior, density,
and surface tension of the hydrogel are important physical
characteristics to consider for printing.60 Table 2 lists the
salient physical, mechanical, and biological properties of the
bioinks.

Among the different properties, rheological ones are extre-
mely critical in defining the characteristics of bioinks and
demands further discussion. When considering the printing
of nanoparticle-containing bioinks, it is imperative to consider
their influence on the printability of the bioink. This section
focuses on the effect of nanoparticle additions on the rheologi-
cal factors of the popular modes of bioprinting.

Any form of syringe-based printing of bioinks roughly trans-
lates to extrusion-based bioprinting and gets majorly con-
cerned with whether sufficiently shear-thinning properties are
displayed by the bioink to be printed.61 Another major con-
sideration of extrusion-based bioprinting is the propensity of
the shear-thinnable bioink to return to its native viscose state
post-passage through the nozzle. This determines the ability to
print at a fine resolution. Specifically, two moduli – storage
(G′) and loss (G″) form the chief quantifiable parameters in
this regard. Wei et al. observed that the addition of bioglass
did not negate the excellent rheological characteristics of the
alginate-gelatin matrix.62 The nanoparticle-modified bioink
also preserved the duration required for crosslinking the
“matrix without the nanoparticles”, thereby having no discern-
ible detrimental effect on the crosslinking mechanism of the
hydrogel. In fact, the incorporated bioglass was able to posi-

Table 1 Hydrogel Class

Polymer Nanomaterial Crosslinking mechanism Nanoparticle use/summary Ref.

Sodium alginate Graphene oxide Ionic, physical Mechanical reinforcement 50
κ-Carrageenan/xanthum gum Halloysite nanotubes/carboxylated-

cellulose nanocrystals
Ionic, physical Mechanical reinforcement 51

Poly(acrylamide-co-acrylic acid) Cellulose nanofibers Ionic Mechanical reinforcement 52
Poly(ethylene glycol) Cellulose nanocrystals Covalent, physical Renewable and reusable hydrogel 36
DNA/sodium alginate Nanosilicates Covalent, physical Hydrophobic drug delivery platform 53
Dialdehyde carboxymethyl cellulose Cellulose nanofibrils Covalent Mechanical reinforcement 54
Polyvinyl alcohol Nanocellulose Physical Improved structural integrity and

stability
57

Gelatin Nanosilicates Physical Enhanced physiological stability 56
DNA Nanosilicates Physical Bone regeneration 35

The table outlines the different nanocomposite hydrogels based on the crosslinking mechanism.
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tively influence the stiffness of the hydrogel matrix by indivi-
dually increasing their respective diameters and/or by increas-
ing their volume fraction in the bioink. To summarize, an
overall improvement in printability was achieved using the bio-
glass-added bioink, requiring higher pneumatic pressure and
a lower nozzle velocity than the bioink containing no
nanoparticles.

Laser-assisted bioprinting primarily concerns itself with
avoidance of denaturation of the biological materials con-
tained inside the bioink.63 It should also maintain a high-
resolution while printing. Naturally, the addition of nano-
particles into the bioink should add to these complexities.
Catros et al. demonstrated laser-assisted bioprinting of human
osteoprogenitor cells along with a nanohydroxyapatite formu-
lation.63 The physico-chemical and crystalline characteristics
of the nanohydroxyapatite were observed to be slightly modi-
fied during printing. This phenomenon occurred, irrespective
of the laser pulse energy used, but did not affect the biocom-
patibility of the bioink. Crucially, ejection of smaller droplets
was possible at lower pulse energy. So, micro-scale resolution
at lower pulse energy could be achieved using nanoparticles of
smaller dimensions (50 nm).

Gao et al. used thermal inkjet printing to obtain three-
dimensional bone marrow-derived human mesenchymal stem
cell-laden scaffolds.64 The processing involved co-printing with
two types of bioactive ceramic nanoparticles – bioglass and
hydroxyapatite. The nanoparticles interacted with the live cells
during and post-printing. An improvement in the compressive
strength of the printed scaffolds was observed in case of the
bioglass-embedded locations. Eventually, the bioglass nano-
particle content was shown to have a higher control over the
cell viability and rheological characteristic of the bioink.

Addition of nanohydroxyapatite was also noted to improve
the compressive strength of an osteochondral scaffolds printed
using stereolithography.65 An improvement in compressive
modulus was evidenced in the nanoparticle containing osteo-
chondral scaffold in comparison to the one containing no
nanoparticles. Nanotexturization was also evident in case of
the nanoparticle modified construct, enhancing the bioactivity
of the said scaffolds. An overall idea can therefore be germi-
nated that the incorporation of nanoparticles, in controlled
measure, aids the mechanism of bioprinting. This behavior
holds true for all the popular modes of bioprinting currently
in practice.

Table 2 Material and Instrument properties

The table displays the important properties of bioinks, biomaterial inks, as well as bioprinters. Nanomaterial reinforcement helps improving the
printability of traditional hydrogels. However, the material must be biocompatible. Additionally, the table shows significant considerations for
the nanoparticle type, nanoparticle/polymer interaction, material chemistry, printing parameters, rheological and biomechanical properties, and
biochemical properties.
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Other than the discussed material requirements, specific
process/instrument parameters define the fate of the bio-
printed microstructures.66,67 Fig. 3 illustrates the essential
process parameters that should be considered for bioprinting.
Shear stress is a vital instrument parameter when the bioink is
being extruded from nozzles. The applied shear stress is
dependent on several factors, such as the extrusion pressure,
the diameter of the nozzle, the print speed, and the viscosity
of the material being printed.68 Shear stress can have a severe
effect on cellular processes and may alter cell signaling and
protein expression. Bioinks with high viscosity and small
nozzle diameters are favorable for high-resolution bioprinting.
However, both these conditions can lead to excessive shear
stress on the cells, and to avoid any adverse effects, a delicate
balance needs to be struck between the applied shear stress
and the bioprinting resolution. The applied temperature is
another important process parameter to consider for bioprint-
ing. Both cell viability and material viscosity are dependent on
the temperature at which the bioprinting is carried out.
Excessive temperatures are not suitable for living cells, and
therefore, high-temperature methods like thermal inkjet print-
ing are not feasible for tissue engineering-based appli-
cations.69 Another important instrument parameter is the fab-
rication time of the 3D microstructure. Higher resolution

prints are time-consuming. Enhanced motor control, nozzles,
or syringes may be able to reduce the fabrication time for
high-resolution bioprinting.1 Therefore, both material pro-
perties and instrument parameters must be carefully examined
for bioprinting.

3. Nanoparticle induced
functionalities
3.1. Mechanical functionality

Hydrogels made from purely natural polymeric sources and
lacking any reinforcement strategy fail under mechanically
demanding conditions.70 Such conditions are abundantly
found in the load-bearing bone and cartilage tissues.71

Although increasing polymer concentration and crosslinking
density solve this problem to an extent, they have a negative
impact on the rates of nutrient content, bioactive factor, and
cell metabolite flux through the hydrogel. The mechanical pro-
perties of hydrogel scaffolds must also be perfectly congruent
with those of the surrounding tissues during in vivo con-
ditions. Nanocomposite hydrogels have been shown to exhibit
extremely high levels of resistance to deformation in terms of
twisting, knotting, tearing, and bending. Therefore, the incor-

Fig. 3 Significant printing parameters. The illustration displays the important printing parameters that affect the bioprinted structures. Nozzle
pressure and diameter both exert forces on the bioink. Moreover, the shear stress generated on the bioink controls the flow of the filaments. The
shear viscosity plays a key role in making the bioink printable as all the forces mentioned above can alter the shear viscosity of the material. Printing
temperature is another critical parameter. Since biological materials, including cells, are incorporated within the bioink, high-temperature extrusion
processes are not desirable. The fabrication time can control the resolution of the printed structures. High-resolution structures take longer to print.
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poration of nanoparticles is a suitable strategy for enhancing
mechanical behavior.

For nanocomposite hydrogels and biomaterial inks, the
usual mechanically reinforcing nanoparticles include nano-
clay,72 graphene nanosheets,73 carbon nanotubular struc-
tures,74 and polymeric nanoparticles,75 mesoporous silica76

among others,62,77 that enhance their printability as well.
Nanoclays (popularly referred to as nanosilicates) have been
extensively applied as mechanical reinforcements for hydro-
gels and biomaterial inks.36,78 Fig. 4A displays a nanosilicate
reinforced bioink. Usually dimensioned at 1 nm thickness and
diameters in the range of 25–100 nm, they have permanently
charged surfaces, with negative charges residing on either face
and positive ones on the circumference (if imagined like a 2D
disc). This morphology, (and the extraordinarily high surface
charge density associated thereof) is what makes them highly
suited to form strong electrostatic linkages with the polymeric
chains of the bioinks they are meant to reinforce. The revers-
ible nature of these linkages, along with those existing among
the nanosilicates themselves help distribute the load experi-
enced under duress.49 All these functionalities of nanosilicates

proved them to be conducive for bone tissue engineering
applications as well. However, nanosilicates may also be added
to bioinks to sustain the release of therapeutics. Fig. 4B shows
a nanosilicate incorporated biomaterial ink that releases
growth factors.79

Adding nanoparticles to enhance the mechanical properties
of thermally responsive injectable hydrogels to render them
printable is also in practice.80 This is somewhat different from
the usual enhancement in mechanical properties using nano-
particles. Here, the added nanoparticles must improve upon,
or at least maintain the same level of thermo-responsiveness,
as was associated with the native hydrogel base. Poly(N-iso-
propylacrylamide) – pNIPAM hydrogels – a popular class of
negative thermosensitive polymers, can be rendered printable
with the addition of silicon-based nanoparticles.81 Zhang et al.
achieved a 5-times heightened thermo-responsive activity of a
native pNIPAM based hydrogel by the addition of single-walled
carbon nanotubes.82 A vital advantage of thermo-responsive
nanocomposite materials is their ability to be printed into
scaffolds of intricate geometry through the recently evolved 3D
printing-guided thermally induced phase separation tech-

Fig. 4 Bioprinting with nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks and biomaterial inks. (A) The illustration demonstrates a nanoengineered ionic-
covalent entanglement, “NICE”, bioink interpenetrated with ionically crosslinked κ-carrageenan and covalently crosslinked gelatin methacryloyl. The
bioink is mechanically reinforced with nanosilicates. The transmission electron micrograph shows a uniform dispersion of the nanosilicates. The
NICE bioink fabricated 3D structures have high structural fidelity, as shown in the images (scale bar = 1 mm). Complex structures can be printed with
this bioink. Furthermore, the 3D structures can sustain compressive forces and support 50 times their weight. Adapted from ref. 40 with permission
from The American Chemical Society, copyright 2018. (B) Schematic displays the components of a growth factor releasing biomaterial ink. The
polymer background is made of covalently crosslinked methylcellulose and sodium alginate. Nanoclay or hydroxyapatite nanoparticles have been
used to control the release of therapeutics in the form of growth factors. The growth factors have been delivered as a gradient with maximum con-
centration at the center to no growth factor at the boundary. In vivo MicroCT images capture the healing of bones after 12 weeks from surgery. Area
analysis from histological stains shows enhanced bone formation when two growth factors, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and bone
morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2), have been simultaneously delivered with the bioinks. Adapted from ref. 79 with permission from The American
Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2020.
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nique. As has been evidenced by Wu et al. this method has
been successfully used to create a poly(urea-urethane) based
thermo-responsive nanoscaffold.83 They controlled the
mechanical properties of the scaffolds through regulation of
the phase separation temperature which had a direct effect on
the porosity and phase structure keeping the external architec-
ture of the construct, constant.83

Nano-hydroxyapatite84 and nanoclay80 incorporated block
copolymers showed thermoresponsiveness similar to that of
the native polymers, with the nanoparticles lending the much-
needed mechanical attributes appropriate for injectability. A
similar effect on pure kappa-carrageenan (κCA), a biopolymer
developed from red algae, was established through the work of
Wilson et al. where nanosilicate compositions significantly
lowered gelation temperatures and exhibited high shape reten-
tion after the printing.85Nanomaterial optimized mechanical
strength is, therefore, a vital property for biomaterials to be
printed for applications in tissue regeneration, wound healing,
drug delivery, and so on.

3.2. pH-Responsive functionality

pH responsiveness is of paramount importance considering
biomedical applications.86–89 Silica nanoparticles have been
suitably employed in this regard to fabricate a class of inject-
able hydrogels having supersensitivity to pH changes.90 While
this hydrogel remained relatively stable in neutral environs, it
underwent rapid gelation in even weakly acidic conditions,
altering its mechanical, rheological, and degradation charac-
teristics. This remarkably pH-sensitive gelation has been
attributed to Schiff base reactions occurring between the
amine groups of the functionalized silica nanoparticles and
the aldehyde functionalities of the polymeric components.
The resultant imines formed from the Schiff base reactions
were also responsible for the dynamically reversible cross-
linking mechanism necessary for rendering shear thinning
properties.

Swelling behavior is treated as a significant marker in
determining the effect of pH, which also formed the crux of
delivering drugs and other microconstituents. This parameter
has usually been found to be dependent on the surface func-
tional group, which causes hydration or shrinkage at
different pH levels. A low addition of carboxylated and
hydroxylated nanodiamond to hyaluronic acid enabled the
resulting nanocomposite hydrogel to possess a higher com-
pressive force and gel breakage point at strain values higher
than those of the unmodified parent hydrogel itself upon
being printed.91 The functionalized nanodiamond clumped
structures after being dispersed had pH-dependent dia-
meters. The rheological properties of these hybrid gels were
assessed in terms of their storage and loss moduli, both of
which were found to be more enhanced in the presence of
basic media. Consideration of these properties were vital in
the light of printability, gelation being dependent on these
two moduli values. These studies show the possibility of for-
mulating nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks with pH-
responsive functionalities.

3.3. Electroconductive functionality

Nanomaterials have been extensively chosen to induce electro-
conductivity to develop biosensors, target-specific drug deliv-
ery vehicles, and even bioelectrodes for in vivo implantation.
They are also deemed highly appropriate for application as
electroactive substrates or scaffolds in tissue engineering or
even as drug delivery agents, releasing their load in response
to electrical stimuli. Such nanocomposite materials have the
added advantage of printability through shear-thinning
characteristics being simultaneously improved by their incor-
poration. Traditionally, carbon nanotube,92–94 graphene,95 and
gold-based nanoparticles96,97 have been used in hydrogels for
bioprinting conductive structures.98,99 Multiple studies in the
recent past have established nanotubes as one of the most
suitable candidates for hydrogel-based scaffolds meant to be
extensively applied in cardiac tissue engineering.100,101 This
choice has been substantiated by the significant improvements
in cell–cell coupling and superior facilitation of signal propa-
gation brought about by these carbon-based nanoparticles.102

Shin et al. have successfully carried out the development of
carbon nanotube-based biomaterial inks.103 These biomaterial
inks were effectively stabilized using DNA, hyaluronic acid
along with gelatin. The authors had efficiently embedded
printed circuitry within hydrogels paving the way for develop-
ing biosensors or foldable functionalized scaffolds for tissue
engineering. However, the application of nanotubes has often
been plagued by cytotoxicity concerns considering their clini-
cal practice as well as low solubility issues.104,105 Although
effective modification technologies through coating and
functionalization106 have evolved, causing a significant decline
in their cytotoxicity levels, they have also been responsible for
diminished electroconductivity. Therefore, the biomedical
applications of such carbon-based nanostructures remain to
be explored in the context of optimizing electroconductive
hydrogels through simple fabrication routes and with permiss-
ible cytotoxicity limits.

Among the metallic nanoparticles, gold incorporated poly-
meric scaffolds have been found to be potential candidates for
imparting electroconductive behavior. Zhu et al. have been
successful in developing a gold nanorod infused gelatin
methacryloyl (GelMA) based bioink to regenerate and support
cardiac tissue, effectively coupling adjacent cardiac tissues
through its electroconductivity.96 Therefore, a plethora of
nanomaterials can be loaded inside hydrogels to create printa-
ble electroconductive formulations for suitable applications in
tissue engineering. However, further research must be con-
ducted to assess the biocompatibility of these nanomaterials
while maintaining their electroconductive characteristics.

3.4. Photo-responsive functionality

Near-infrared absorbing nanoparticles have light to heat
energy conversion capabilities. The swelling and mechanical
properties of hydrogels with such nanoparticles can be desir-
ably modified by altering their exposure to light, going on to
produce perceptible changes in the temperature of their
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immediate environments.107 The resulting local rise in temp-
erature can have an antimicrobial effect, ensuring a direct
application in wound dressings.108 The nanomaterials capable
of responding to such changes in luminous intensities popu-
larly include gold nanorods,109 polymeric nanoparticles,110

among others.111,112 Recent applications have focused on facil-
itating the delivery systems of such nanocomposite hydrogels,
improving their injectability in the process. Yang et al. demon-
strated this line of development by designing a nanocomposite
hydrogel with tungsten disulfide nanosheets, lending photo-
thermal-responsiveness through their high efficiency of heat-
to-light energy conversion.113,114 Shear-thinning at high shear
rates and a corresponding reversible thixotropic behavior con-
firmed the injectable nature of this formulation. An additional
finding of this study was the light-mediated release of anti-
biotic drugs on-site. The combined effects of photothermal as
well as drug induced healing therapies were thus observed to
sufficiently bolster the process of wound healing.

Gold-based nanoparticles have been extensively used for
similar photothermal therapeutic measures, although they
have been plagued by their tendency to seep across vascular
barriers and consequently having lower efficiency of photosen-
sitivity. Through suitable modification of these nanoparticles,
as has been carried out by Zeng et al., gold nanoparticles have
been retained at their proper sites.115 This has been possible
through mussel-inspired adhesive strategies, brought about by
coating them, to influence their interaction with the hydrogel
network. The injectability of this strategic nanocomposite
hydrogel was evident from the temperature-dependent gelation
times. The essential attributes of photothermal therapy and
injectability characterizing photo-responsive nanocomposite
hydrogels, therefore, promise an explosion onto the bio-
medical research scene soon, to be tested for application in
drug delivery, wound healing, and other therapeutic appli-
cations, including cancer therapy.

3.5. Magnetic field-responsive functionality

Magnetic nanocomposite hydrogels have been extensively
experimented upon.116–118 Usually, the nanoparticles employed
include iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), or oxides like γ-Fe2O3,
Fe3O4, and CoFe2O4. With the help of external magnetic field-
based stimuli, these nanoparticles can be aligned, causing a
locally induced hyperthermia through Néel and Brownian relax-
ations,119 which effectively heats the adjacent hydrogel
matrix.120 These externally controllable local rises in tempera-
ture bring about alterations in the shape and volume of the
hydrogel matrix.121,122 Tseng et al. established a simplistic
assaying technique using magnetic nanoparticles, gold, iron
oxide, and poly-L-lysine, embedded cells printed into spheroids
by magnetic 3D bioprinting.123 The need for having a 3D cellu-
lar model was necessary to factor in the effects of cell–cell and
cell-extracellular matrix interactions, lacking in 2D systems.
These spheroids displayed toxicity-specific rates of contraction,
allowing for the high-throughput detection of the level of tox-
icity. The presence of the embedded magnetic nanoparticles
allowed the cells to be easily printed through directed mild

magnetic forces. Kim et al. used a cobalt ferrite nanoparticle
incorporated poly (organophosphazene) hydrogel where hydro-
phobic interactions were primarily responsible to bind the
surface of the nanoparticles to the L-isoleucine ethyl esters
groups prevalent on the polymer chains.121 The resulting hydro-
gel displayed excellent thermosensitivity through reversible sol–
gel phase transition. Injectability was an important attribute of
this concoction, as the gel was injected into a rat brain,
enabling long-term magnetic resonance imaging. Such hydro-
gels helped detect diseased tissue by inducing local spikes in
temperature and magnetic resonance imaging, allowing their
treatment through inductive heating and remote-controlled
drug release. An emerging application of magnetic nano-
particles in 3D bioprinting involves the use of Gadolinium
(Gd3+) chelates as paramagnetic agents to assemble tissue
spheroids through magnetic levitational bioassembly in space
(microgravity conditions).124 Moreover, magnetic hydrogels have
also been shown to have great potential in developing sensors,
nanomotors, robot-like soft actuators, and a motley of separ-
ation devices.124,125

3.6. Miscellaneous functionalities

The underlying characteristic of the nanocomposite hydrogels
of our interest is their injectability or printability. Although
nanoparticles are responsible for inducing various functional-
ities, and sometimes even more than one simultaneously, only
a handful of them satisfy this criterion. In a way, all the nano-
composite hydrogels discussed so far are multifunctional in
essence, for they have the basic injectability property in
addition with another specialized functionality. However, we
shall now turn to such nanocomposites, which offer more
than two functionalities. These multi stimuli-sensitive hydro-
gels are developed through a strategic concoction of select
nanoparticles. Hooshyar and Bardajee demonstrated the appli-
cability of a dual thermo- and pH-responsive silver-based
nanocomposite as drug delivery vehicles.126 Similarly, pH-
mediated characteristic of hydrogel nanocomposites has been
reported indirectly, due to the presence of gold nanoparticles
along with modified doxorubicin – a drug, in an injectable
polymeric hydrogel. The modifications in doxorubicin were
primarily behind the pH-sensitiveness of this formulation,
while the gold nanoparticles, being near-infrared responsive,
stimulated the release of the drug through rupture of the
hydrogel networks. Correspondingly, a remotely controllable
steady release of the drug was mediated using
nanoparticles.127

Upconverting nanoparticles are a class of nanoparticles that
can absorb two or more photons in the infrared range of the
spectrum and emit a single photon of significantly higher
energy, belonging to the UV region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Strontium fluoride, SrF2 upconverting nanoparticle-
based, lanthanide ion-doped core–shell nanocomposite hydro-
gels were successfully fabricated using magneto-responsive
iron oxide nanoparticles.128 The magnetic self-assembly
allowed for remotely controlled variations in the structure of
the printed hydrogel. Fig. 5 shows a digital light processing
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bioprinting technique that involves upconverting nano-
particles.129 Multi-material nanocomposite hydrogels have
also been hybridized to stitch together specific functionalities
like anti-microbial,130 electroconductive,131 magneto-sensi-
tive,132 and so on.113 Table 3 summarizes the different func-
tionalities that are imparted by nanomaterials. These pro-
perties can be exploited to prepare advanced nanocomposite
hydrogel-based materials suitable for bioprinting. Beyond the
category of external stimuli-responsive functionalities, the fol-
lowing section discusses the biological features of the
designed bioinks that can make them suitable for clinical
translation.

4. Biocompatibility and
biofunctionality of nanocomposite
bioinks

The biocompatibility of any material can be defined as its
ability to support cell viability. Cell viability assays are routi-
nely reported in the literature to evaluate cell–material
interactions.133,134 These assays are especially important when
nanocomposite materials are used because of their probable
cytotoxic effects. Several parameters must be thoroughly
studied, including size, shape, structure, surface charge, and

Fig. 5 Digital Light Processing bioprinting with nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks. Unlike extrusion-based methods, a light-assisted bioprint-
ing technique has been shown in this figure. Upconverting nanoparticles coated with the photoinitiator lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethyl-
benzoylphosphinate have been used to crosslink the polymer gelatin methacryloyl. (A) Multiple shapes have been printed with the bioink (scale bar
= 200 µm). (B) Illustration reveals the in vitro bioprinter setup. Here, near-infrared light at 980 nm is passed through a digital micromirror device
(DMD), which timely projects the light onto a lens. The timely projected, patterned light can penetrate through skin/muscle barrier. The upconvert-
ing nanoparticle coated with the photoinitiator converts the light to 365 nm at which gelatin methacryloyl undergoes gelation and produce desired
shapes. The bioink without any barrier has been designated as a control in this case. (C) The bioink is injected into the subject, where gelation
occurs by shining near-infrared light. Therefore, this is a non-invasive method of healing wounds. The images display the healing process after 10
days from the treatment. Adapted from ref. 129 with permission from The American Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2020.
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concentration of the nanoparticles when evaluating their
potential for diverse bioprinting and regeneration therapy
applications.135 These parameters are dependent on the
material under consideration. As an example, silver nano-
particles show greater cytotoxicity when small particles (gener-
ally within 20 nm) are used.136 The reason for this adverse be-
havior can be ascribed to the generation of cytotoxic reactive
oxygen species, which depends on the size of the nanoparticles
in use. Smaller-sized nanoparticles tend to generate higher
amounts of reactive oxygen species and have a greater detri-
mental impact on cells. The shape of the nanoparticles may
also contribute to an increase in the production of reactive
oxygen species.137 Another major concern with biocompatibil-
ity arises from the possibility of nanoparticles triggering unde-
sired immune responses.138 The presence of hydrophobic com-
ponents on the nanoparticle surface usually leads to unwanted
triggering and subsequent inflammation. Chemically modify-
ing the surface of the nanoparticles can significantly improve
the biocompatibility of the nanoparticles. For example, Qu
et al. coordinated titanium sulfonate ligand to black phospho-
rous nanosheets to enhance the biocompatibility of the nano-
material.139 The titanium-based ligand reduced the degree of
oxidation of black phosphorous, thereby decreasing the gene-
ration of reactive oxygen species. Similar surface chemical
modifications can increase the biocompatibility of nano-
particles. Only biocompatible, cell-supportive nanoparticles
should be considered when designing nanocomposite hydro-

gel-based bioinks for successful clinical translation. However,
the interaction between nanoparticles and polymers can alter
the cell-instructive behavior of both the nanoparticles and the
polymers. Therefore, the biocompatibility and biofunctionality
of the polymers combined with the nanoparticles must be
carefully evaluated before preparing bioinks. At present, cell
viability assays, such as calcein acetoxymethyl (calcein AM)
staining and tetrazolium reduction-based assays, are com-
monly used to determine the biocompatibility of different
nanocomposite materials for 3D bioprinting
applications.140–142 Additionally, special attention must be
given to ascertain that such nanocomposite materials do not
induce any significant phenotypic and global gene expression
profile changes within the exposed cells.67,143 It is imperative
to carry out a routine examination of cell surface markers to
confirm the stability of the cellular phenotypes once exposed
to the various nanocomposites.144 Outside the field of bio-
printing, studies involving phenotypical analysis of cells are
frequently tested for nanotoxicological assessment.145

On the other hand, biofunctionality means the ability of
the nanocomposite hydrogel bioink to (i) aid in cell growth
and cell proliferation, (ii) provide mechanical support to the
cells, and (iii) impart biological cellular functionalities.
Among different nanomaterials, bioactive inorganic nanofillers
have been successfully used to incorporate additional func-
tionalities and properties to the bioprinted tissue structures,
including enhancing various biological and mechanical

Table 3 Functionalities imparted by nanoparticle-hydrogel composite

Functionality Nanoparticle
Nanoparticle
modification Polymeric base

Nanoparticle polymer
interaction Applications

Additional
references

Mechanical
property73

Graphene Oxide
sheets

— Alginate + CaCl2 Hydrogen bonds
between functional
groups attached to
nanoparticle surface
and hydroxyl groups
on calcium alginate

Improving
printability

40, 78 and
84

pH
responsive91

Nanodiamonds Surface
functionalized to
possess carboxyl
and hydroxyl
groups

Hyaluronic acid Hydrogen bonds based
on pH level

Soft yet robust
printable
nanocomposite
materials

87–89

Electro-
conductive103

Carbon
nanotubes

DNA-coated DNA and hyaluronic acid π–π stacking
interactions between
carbon nanotubes and
DNA bases, along with
hydrogen bonding and
hydrophobic
interactions

3D flexible
electronics

74, 93 and
94

Photo-
responsive184

Tungsten
disulfide
nanosheets

Decorated with
L-cysteine and
loaded with
ciprofloxacin drug

Dodecyl-modified
chitosan stabilized by
dialdehyde-
functionalized poly-
ethylene glycol

Colloidal dispersion of
the modified
nanoparticles occurs

Photo-thermal
drug delivery

111, 112
and 127

Magnetic field
responsive121

Cobalt ferrite
(CoFe2O4)

— Poly-organophosphazene Hydrophobic
interactions

Long term
magnetic
resonance contrast
platform system

117, 118
and 120

The table highlights the different external-stimuli responsive properties of primarily injectable nanocomposite hydrogels that may have potential
bioprinting applications in the near future.
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strengths.146,147 These potential bioactive nanofillers, such as
calcium phosphate/hydroxyapatite,148 silica,149 bioactive
glass,150 and nanoclay/LAPONITE®®151 can promote bone
mineralization and can also release growth factors and other
therapeutics locally to further improve the biofunctionality of
the tissue construct. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles have also
been used for similar purposes.152,153 Here, mesoporous silica
nanoparticles could control the release of growth factor, bone
morphogenic protein-4, to promote bone repair. Table 4 shows
some recently developed bioinks that contain nanoparticles in
the mixture. With tunable biofunctionalities and cell-instruc-
tive properties, the next generation of bioprinted tissue struc-
tures using combinations of biocompatible materials and
nanoparticles look promising.

5. Discussion and future outlook

3D bioprinting is a precise technique for fabricating tissues
and organs both in vitro and in vivo.154–157 Hydrogels are com-
monly used as bioinks because of their favorable biological
properties, allowing the printed cells to adhere, proliferate,
and differentiate into desired lineages.158 Although hydrogels
are excellent mimics of the native cellular microenvironment,
purely polymeric hydrogels need some form of reinforcement
to enhance their mechanical and structural integrity. As illus-
trated in this review article, hydrogels can be reinforced with
various types and forms of nanoparticles to increase their
mechanical energy dissipation capabilities and fracture energy

with nominal changes in hydrogel polymeric composition. In
addition to providing mechanical stability, these nanoparticles
can impart distinctive, external stimuli-responsive material
properties to the purely polymeric hydrogels.159 Material pro-
perties, such as photo-responsiveness, pH-responsiveness, and
so on, can add to the overall applicability of the 3D bioprinted
structure.

Although very promising, nanocomposite hydrogel-based
bioprinting applications have certain limitations that have to
be overcome. For instance, the potential cytotoxicity of the
nanoparticles must be carefully assessed before they can be
applied in the medicinal field. The complexity in understand-
ing nanoparticle-tissue interactions has resulted in a paucity
of studies where biocompatibility, biodegradability, and event-
ual fate of nanoparticles in host system have been evaluated in
a systematic manner. Characterizing how the shape, size, com-
position, and physicochemical properties of the nanomaterials
affect the immune system is also another area that needs
thorough investigation. Nonetheless, the few research studies
on this topic demonstrate that if the nanoparticles are not bio-
degraded and eliminated by the host, it may lead to biochemi-
cal toxicity over time. Hence, strategies that require lesser con-
centrations of nanoparticles may be looked upon as a pre-
ferred approach.160 Biodegradation of the printed microstruc-
tures is another concern, especially in the case of grafting-
based applications. One solution may be incorporating nano-
particles that increase in temperature in the presence of near
infrared light. As for example, near infrared light can heat
nanosheets of transition metal dichalcogenides, like tungsten

Table 4 Cell-laden nanocomposite bioinks

Hydrogel matrices (composition
w/v%)

Nanomaterials (composition
w/v%) Living cells

Tissue engineering
application Ref.

Gelatin (1–4%) /alginate (3–10%) Bioactive glass (2–7) % Mouse bone mesenchymal stem cells Bone 77
Gelatin/alginate (10/1)% Bioglass nanoparticles

(0.5–2) %
Mouse dermal fibroblasts Multiple 62

Alginate (8%) − hyaluronic acid (5%) Manganese silicate
nanospheres (0–2%)

Murine-derived macrophage cell line RAW
264.7 & Murine umbilical vein endothelial
cells

Vascular 153

Alginate (2–3) w/v% Alpha-tri calcium phosphate
(2–6) w/w%

Mouse osteoblasts Multiple 26

Collagen (5%) Gold nanowires (0.05%) Mouse myoblasts (C2C12) Muscle 97
Hyaluronic acid (5%)/alginate (1)% Ti3C2 MXene nanosheets

(1%)
Human embryonic kidney 293 Multiple, neural 140

Chitosan (2%), alginate (3%) Nano-bone like
hydroxyapatite (0.2%)

Mouse MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblast Bone 12

Gelatin methacrylate (10%) +
polyethylene glycol diacrylate (5–20)
%

TGF-β1-embedded core–
shell nanospheres (1%)

Human bone marrow mesenchymal stem
cells

Cartilage 9

Alginate (2%) − methylcellulose
(2–4) %

Nano hydroxyapatite (2.5 ×
10−5%)

Porcine marrow mesenchymal stem cells Multiple 10

Methacrylated-collagen (0.6%),
alginate (2.5%)

Carbon nanotubes (1%) Human coronary artery endothelial cells Cardiac 74

Agarose (0.3–1.0%)/collagen
(0.1–0.3%)

Streptavidin-coated iron
nanoparticles (10 v/v%)

Human knee articular chondrocytes Cartilage 117

Platelet-lysate (18%)/alginate (4%)/
hyaluronic acid (0.4%)

Cellulose nanocrystals
(1.22–2.88) %

Human adipose tissue derived stem cells Multiple 13

Alginate/methyl cellulose (3/9) w/v% Nano-silicate clay (3 w/v%) Human mesenchymal stem cells Skeletal 72

The table highlights nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks that are being applied in different tissue engineering applications.
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disulfide.161 Such nanoparticles may allow users to thermally-
degrade the bioprinted microstructures actively. Additionally,
these two-dimensional nanoparticles have sulfur-vacancy sites
that can be used to bind to thiolated ligands.162 This property
has been exploited to form cell-encapsulating hydrogels, and
this material can be implemented in bioprinting appli-
cations.163 Other than material-based disadvantages, there
seems to be a lack of approval from federal agencies regarding
nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks. The approval from
federal agencies would be a critical requirement for the clini-
cal viability of these bioinks. Overcoming these limitations will
increase the use of such bioinks and will open doors to other
unique applications.

Intraoperative bioprinting is another exciting area in health-
care technologies where nanocomposite bioinks can be used.
Here, 3D microstructures are directly printed on live subjects
at the location of injury. Certain material requirements need
to be fulfilled for such in vivo applications. (a) The material
must be clinically approved and inexpensive. (b) The material
must be compatible with the mode of bioprinting suitable for
quick surgical procedures. (c) The material must also be able
to rapidly crosslink and retain shape-fidelity. The addition of
nanoparticles can enhance the properties of bioinks and make
them suitable for intraoperative bioprinting. For example, gly-
cosaminoglycan nanoparticles along with LAPONITE® can
form rapidly crosslinkable bioinks.164 At present, in situ skin
grafting is the most common form of intraoperative
application.165,166 However, the ultimate aim is to bioprint
entire organs in situ. Therefore, more materials need to be
explored for advancing this field. Incorporation of nano-
particles into the traditional bioinks can offer multiple advan-
tages to add to the cause and push intraoperative bioprinting
technology from bench to clinical bedside and reduce patient
hospitalization time. However, regulatory issues at both insti-
tutional and government stages must be addressed prior to
translation of such bioprinting technologies into clinical prac-
tice. Specifically, regulatory approval of bioprinted scaffolds
for successful clinical translation can be pretty intricate since
they can be considered concomitantly under biologics, drugs,
or medical device categories.

Designing bioprints that can mimic the complex, aniso-
tropic structure of the articular cartilage is another possible
direction where nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks can be
effectively used. The articular cartilage consists of dense extra-
cellular matrix with dispersed specialized cells, called chon-
drocyte.167 Moreover, they have four zones, superficial, middle,
deep, and calcified. These four zones have different biological
and mechanical properties, and artificially mimicking this
complexity is challenging. Recently, growth factor releasing
bioinks were designed to mimic the articular cartilage.168

Specifically, bone morphogenetic protein 4 and transforming
growth factor-β3, along with mesenchymal stem cells, were
encapsulated in the polymeric microsphere, poly(lactic co-gly-
colic acid). These cell-growth factor containing microspheres
were then co-printed with the polymer, poly(ε-caprolactone) to
form the complex structure. A similar approach can be under-

taken with nanoparticle-embedded hydrogels. With nano-
particles, it can be easier to control the mechanical properties
of the articular cartilage spatiotemporally. Also, nanoparticles
can contribute towards the sustained release of growth
factors.169 Novel nanomaterials, like metal–organic-framework
nanoparticles (MOFs) should be investigated for improving
growth factor delivery.170 MOFs have organic/inorganic hybrid
structures, and their chemistry can be easily manipulated to
alter their physicochemical properties. Because of their
tunable pore size/overall structure, ease of functionalization,
high surface area/loading capacity, biocompatibility, and bio-
degradability, MOFs have found several biomedical appli-
cations.170 MOFs can be bioprinted with highly tunable DNA-
based polymer to synthesize drug delivery-based bioplat-
forms.171 Sustained release of growth factors, like bone mor-
phogenetic protein-6, is one such application.172 Therefore,
the multiple benefits of nanoparticles should be exploited to
prepare bioinks for mimicking the articular cartilage.

Printable hydrogel-based high-throughput drug-screening
platform has recently gained momentum in pharmaceutical
industry and drug development research, and nanocomposite
hydrogel bioinks with their superior mechanical and tunable
biological properties offer significant advantages. In fact, a
high-throughput, hydrogel microarray was recently bioprinted
to screen proteins that can prevent antibiotic resistance.173

Enzymes, such as β-lactamase synthesized by bacteria, can
degrade antibiotics. Proteins that inhibit these enzymes can
then prevent antibiotic degradation and hinder the sub-
sequent development of antibiotic resistance. However, some
protein candidates are prone to aggregation and non-specific
inhibition. Therefore, finding effective proteins that can
specifically inhibit such enzymes is challenging. The hydrogel
microarray developed in the study could identify proteins that
can specifically inhibit β-lactamase.173 Here, the enzyme was
immobilized in a hydrogel microarray. Subsequently, the
microarray was exposed to candidate protein solutions and a
colorimetric substrate of β-lactamase. This was followed by col-
orimetric reading to determine the activity of the immobilized
enzyme in the presence of the inhibitor proteins. Aggregated
proteins were too big to enter the hydrogel matrix and interact
non-specifically with the enzyme to give false-positive results.
Nanocomposite hydrogels have already been shown as promis-
ing candidates for enzyme immobilization.174 Therefore,
similar size-exclusion, microarray-based techniques can be
developed with nanoparticle incorporated hydrogels. However,
care must be taken in ensuring the retention of enzyme activity
after physical entrapment. Carefully designed platforms can
then be used for both enzyme immobilization and high-
throughput drug screening.

Other than the high-throughput enzyme-immobilization
screening platforms, nanocomposite hydrogel-based bioinks
can also be used for preparing in vitro tissue models. The
designed tissues can then be used for various applications,
including drug discovery through screening of target mole-
cules and assessing those molecules’ biocompatibility. Cardiac
tissue models have recently been bioprinted by encapsulating
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stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes in gelatin methacrylamide
hydrogel.175 However, cardiac tissue is electroactive, and such
tissue-mimicking platforms must be electroconductive.
Therefore, the addition of electroconductive nanoparticles,
such as carbon nanofibers, can improve the efficacy of the
in vitro cardiac tissue models.176

In recent years, tissue engineered scaffolds and nano-
composites have gained spotlight as a potential platform to
develop physiologically representative in vitro models of viral
disease.177–180 These innovative platforms can be utilized for
high-throughput screening of new small drug molecules, pro-
phylactic and therapeutic vaccines. Such scaffolds have also
been used as vaccine platforms to deliver specific antigens for
stimulating the immune system.181–183 Nanoengineered
bioinks and additive manufacturing technologies can provide
rare set of tools that can facilitate printing complex scaffold
structures with high precision for vaccine research.

6. Conclusion

To conclude, in this review paper, we took a material-centric
approach and aimed to illustrate how nanoparticle-reinforced
polymeric hydrogels can synergistically improve mechanical,
biological, functional, and printable properties of traditional
bioink hydrogels and harness their properties for various clini-
cally relevant tissue engineering applications. We discussed
the unique functionalities brought about by nanoparticle–
polymer interactions that create the highly functional, exter-
nal-stimuli responsive, smart nanocomposite hydrogels.
Uncovering the fundamental rules that govern such nano-
particle–polymer interactions in diverse nanocomposite bioink
hydrogels may also have broad and significant implications in
designing the future generations of bioprinters for additive
manufacturing.
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